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Abstract 
Using analytical transmission electron microscopy, we investigated spectral images of blends of poly (3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and (6,6)-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). We applied low energy loss 
spectroscopic imaging and statistical data analysis to create chemical contrast on ultrathin sections of a pristine and 
an annealed photoactive layer. P3HT and PCBM domains as well as composite phases were identified at nanometer 
resolution across the section. This allowed for the visualization of the development of domain sizes and compositions 
from a pristine to an annealed, more efficient morphology in vertical and lateral directions. By using these data, we 
could deduce high-resolution cross-sectional concentration profiles and compared them with profiles generated by an 
established method, secondary ion mass spectrometry.  
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1. Introduction 
Earth’s increasing energy demand and the dangers of established energy forms for environment and 
climate necessitate intensified research in the field of renewable energies. Photovoltaics in general and 
organic photovoltaics (OPV) [1, 2] in particular have the potential to produce a considerable portion of the 
energy needed. OPV differs from inorganic photovoltaics with regard to their production, which is simpler 
and more cost effective, their semi-transparency [3], and their ability to be manufactured on flexible 
substrates [4]. To benefit from these advantages, higher efficiencies are needed. So far, efficiencies of up 
to 5 - 8 % [2, 5] have been obtained. This, however, requires an optimal layer morphology.  
Initially, low-efficiency organic solar cells were built with a bi-layer structure [1]. The invention of the 
bulk heterojunction [6] was a crucial achievement, increasing efficiencies dramatically. Due to high 
exciton binding energy and low exciton diffusion length (e.g. for P3HT 10 nm - 15 nm) [7, 8], charge 
carrier dissociation in a bi-layer structure is very low. The goal for optimal efficiencies would be a three-
dimensional network between donor and acceptor consisting of small domain sizes for optimal charge 
dissociation and direct transportation paths to the electrodes for optimal charge transport. This optimal 
two-dimensional network can be illustrated as a comb structure (see Figure 1). To come closer to such a 
structure many preparative conditions are varied, i.e. thermal [9-11] and solvent annealing [9, 12, 13], 
solvent treatment, additives or chemical characteristics and connector materials [14]. 
Fig. 1. Optimal morphology of P3HT: PCBM solar cells. The P3HT transport paths may not be wider than the exciton diffusion 
length. 
In this article, the vertical phase separation of P3HT and PCBM is analyzed. Extensive research has 
been conducted on this question [15 - 26].  Different surface energies of P3HT and PCBM were identified 
as possible influential factors for gradual paths [15, 18, 21, 22, 25 - 29]. Layers with lower surface energy 
always form on layers with higher surface energy. The surface energy of conjugated polymers, such as 
P3HT, is lower than that of PCBM. P3HT enrichment at the air boundary layer was reported and inverted 
cell architectures were found to be more advantageous [19, 21]. 
Here we show that we can visualize the morphology of the active layer between the air boundary layer 
and the PEDOT:PSS interlayer by electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) of ultrathin sections (50 nm). We 
sampled the low energy-loss region from 2 eV to 30 eV and sequentially acquired spectral images. The 
resulting ESI data stack was used for classification into different groups by multivariate statistical 
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analysis and subsequent classification. For floated BHJs investigated with this novel technique we could 
recently show that this kind of visualization is superior to conventional TEM imaging and that reliable 
material contrast at the nanoscale can be obtained [30, 31]. For the first time, P3HT-rich, PCBM-rich and 
amorphous mixed phases of P3HT and PCBM could be separated at high resolution. For the work 
presented here the cross-sectional distributions of P3HT:PCBM blends were analyzed, again 
distinguishing between these three phases. We demonstrate that this measurement method is also superior 
to established profiling techniques such as secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and that it allows a 
more specific monitoring of phase separations with the possibility to simultaneously resolve lateral spatial 
distributions of domains. 
2. Material and methods 
For the TEM sample a PET substrate and for the SIMS sample an ITO electrode on a glass substrate 
were used. The samples were fabricated with a 60 nm thick poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) interlayer for TEM and with 30 nm thick PEDOT:PSS or 10 nm 
thick TiO2 for SIMS. To prepare active layers of P3HT:PCBM blends, P3HT and PCBM were dissolved 
in chlorobenzene in a weight ratio of 1:1 with a total concentration of 32 mg/ml for each material. The 
dissolved materials were spin-coated under inert atmosphere yielding thicknesses of approximately 200 
nm and 300 nm for the blends used for SIMS and for TEM, respectively. One P3HT:PCBM layer was 
used without annealing, one was hotplate-annealed at 120 °C for 5 min inside the glove box. For electron 
microscopy photoactive layers on PEDOT:PSS and PET substrate were cut with an ultra microtome 
(Ultracut S) and an oscillating diamond knife (Diatome) and collected on QUANTIFOIL holey carbon 
grids. Due to contact of sections to water the PEDOT:PSS layer dissolved partly. This led to partially free 
standing photoactive layers on the carbon film support of the TEM grid. ESI measurements were 
performed with a Libra 200 MC (Carl Zeiss NTS, Germany), providing high spatial resolution as well as 
high-energy resolution due to the combination of a monochromator and an in-column energy filter.  
SIMS measurements were performed with a CAMECA SIMS 4550 Quadrupol. Cs+ were used as 
primary ions at an energy of 1 keV. Secondary ions, CsM+ (M = H, C, N, O, S, Cl, In), were inserted in 
form of a 50 nA ion current. The sputtering crater was 450x450 µm2. For SIMS measurements, charge 
compensation was used. 
For TEM we used a Libra 200 MC (Carl Zeiss NTS), providing monochromated beam and in-column 
corrected energy filtering. Acceleration voltage was set to 60 kV. For acquisition of electron 
spectroscopic images an energy-selective slit with a width of 2 eV was inserted. ESI stacks were 
composed of images recorded at energy-losses from 2 eV to 30 eV in steps of 1 eV. The resulting data 
sets contained 29 energy-loss images. Details of data processing are explained elsewhere [30, 31]. 
Shortly, energy-filtered images have to be aligned prior to analysis. We applied custom scripts for affine 
registration. For analysis we used ilastik, a software for multispectral image classification [32]. As 
dimension reduction and feature selection techniques we used local linear embedding [33] of several 
manually annotated pixels (i.e. spectra), which could clearly be attributed to P3HT-rich or PCBM-rich 
domains. For classification of all pixels a Random Forest classifier [34] was applied. We classified data 
sets into two or three classes, identifying P3HT-rich and PCBM-rich domains or, in the latter case, 
additional regions of mixed phases.  
3. Results 
3.1.  Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) 
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A suitable method for analyzing the chemical composition of the depth profile of thin layers is SIMS 
(Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry). The presence of a sulfur atom in P3HT allows one to distinguish 
P3HT from PCBM. In the following the measured sulfur concentration is assumed to represent the profile 
of the P3HT concentration. Based on the sputtering rate, the depth of the layer can be determined.  
Figure 2 shows the SIMS profiles for pristine and annealed samples on PEDOT:PSS (black) and TiO2 
(blue) interlayers. For high efficiency using a PEDOT:PSS anode it is expected that a negative P3HT 
gradient from substrate to air interfaces is favored. TiO2 is typically used as cathode in an inverted layer 
structure [3]. So here it would be preferable to observe little P3HT near the substrate interface and high 
concentration at the air interface. SIMS spectra were normalized with respect to the largest value, hence, 
relative sulfur differences are determined. Since sulfur is also present in PEDOT:PSS, its concentration 
increases strongly in the PEDOT:PSS layer (from 200 to 230 nm depth). The concentration profiles of 
PEDOT:PSS and TiO2 for the pristine layers in Figure 2a differ mainly in the vicinity of the substrate: On 
PEDOT:PSS, but not on TiO2 P3HT content is slightly elevated in comparison to the center of the layer. 
This indicates that P3HT concentration profiles are relatively independent of the nature of the substrates 
used for spin coating except for the substrate interface where layers directly interact. There is an increase 
in concentration of P3HT at the air interface. In the center of both layers up to the onset of increase to 
these maxima, the P3HT concentration is constant. This suggests a homogeneous P3HT:PCBM 
distribution for this region. 
Fig. 2. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS): a) Pristine sample, b) annealed sample, P3HT concentration profile on PEDOT: 
PSS (black) and TiO2 (blue). 
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For the annealed samples (Figure 2b), an initial peak in P3HT concentration at the air interface was 
also observed. But contrary to the pristine samples, sulfur concentration rose again towards the center of 
the layer and showed a more pronounced elevation towards the PEDOT:PSS interface. Furthermore, 
profiles differ clearly on PEDOT:PSS and TiO2 substrates: First, in contrast to the situation on 
PEDOT:PSS where the highest P3HT concentration is detected at the air interface, on TiO2 the maximum 
concentration is reached at ca. 20 nm below that and decreases subsequently. Second, the difference near 
the substrate interface is more distinct. Whereas P3HT content increases strongly in the vicinity of 
PEDOT:PSS, on TiO2 its concentration shows a relatively constant central plateau and drops slightly 
towards the substrate interface. Chen et al [17] showed similar concentration gradients from SIMS 
measurements for P3HT:PCBM layers on PEDOT:PSS interlayers. The fact that they used 80 nm thick 
layers indicates that the concentration profiles can be independent of the thickness of the P3HT:PCBM 
layer. However, depending on the substrate distinct profiles are formed, whose differences become more 
pronounced upon annealing.  
3.2. Analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
Since PEDOT:PSS partly dissolved on contact of sections with water we could find free-standing BHJ 
layers. In Figure 3, an ESI image at 19 eV of P3HT:PCBM on PEDOT:PSS and PET substrate is shown. 
As we used free-standing BHJ layers for ESI and data analysis we do not have to worry about possible 
masking of the P3HT and PCBM spectral signals by PEDOT:PSS within the data sets. 
 
Fig. 3. PEDOT:PSS layer between PET substrate and P3HT:PCBM layer. 
In Figures 4 and 5, TEM images of pristine and annealed samples are shown. The bright field images 
(4a and 5a) present cross sections of the active solar cell layer with a thickness of approx. 350 nm. The 
substrate interface is on the upper right side; the air interface is on the lower left side. The orientation 
could be determined by moving the sample and following the layer until a connection to the substrate was 
found. The pristine sample shows almost no contrast and the annealed sample only little contrast. Hence, 
a differentiation of P3HT and PCBM domains in the bright field images is not possible. This 
differentiation can however be achieved by analyzing ESI images. We acquired images from 2 to 30 eV 
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energy loss, in steps of 1 eV. As representative examples from the whole stack the images at 19 eV are 
shown in Figure 4b and Figure 5b. Here bright areas originate from P3HT signal, which is known to have 
a plasmon excitation peak at lower energies than PCBM leading to a stronger signal at 19 eV [30, 35]. 
Using the ESI spectra, multivariate statistical analysis and classification all pixels (i.e. spectra) can be 
assigned spectral group. In Figure 4c a separation map of two classes is shown as overlay with the bright 
field image of the pristine data. Figure 5c shows the same for the annealed layer. Spectra can also be 
divided into three classes (Figures 4d and 5d). Pfannmöller et al [30, 31] showed that these classes can be 
assigned to P3HT-rich (green) and PCBM-rich (red) phases, and more strongly mixed phase of polymer 
and fullerene (yellow). 
 
Fig. 4. TEM image of a pristine sample. The air interface is on the lower left and the substrate interface on the upper right side. (a) 
Bright field image at zero-loss, (b) ESI image at 19 eV, (c) classification result using two classes and d) three classes. Green: P3HT, 
red: PCBM, yellow: mixed phase 
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Regarding the vertical phase separation, the classification maps of the pristine layer offer coarse 
discrimination into three different zones. At the substrate side, there is a high concentration of P3HT, 
followed by a wide layer of high PCBM concentration where small P3HT domains are interspersed. 
Towards the air interface, the PCBM concentration decreases until there is only a P3HT-rich layer left. 
The three-class map (Figure 4d) considers a third phase (yellow) in addition to the P3HT-rich and PCBM-
rich phases. This phase separates the P3HT and PCBM domains from each other. Towards the P3HT-rich 
interface layers mixed domains become slightly more abundant. 
The maps for the annealed sample in Figure 5c-d show that here phase separation created larger 
domains. Particularly in the center region, large P3HT domains developed. Compared to the pristine 
sample, the layer with high P3HT content at the air interface is thinner. However, both interface regions 
remain P3HT-rich. A few P3HT clusters formed connected domains towards the substrate interface. 
Closer to the air interface, there is a zone of high PCBM concentration. Such transport paths for charges 
cannot be observed in the morphology map of the pristine sample. 
 
Fig. 5. TEM image of an annealed sample. The air interface is on the left and the substrate interface on the right side. (a)  Bright 
field image at zero-loss, (b) ESI image at 19 eV, (c) classification result using two classes and (d) three classes. Green: P3HT, red: 
PCBM, yellow: mixed phase. 
Classification into three classes (Figure 5d) reveals that a relatively large part of the active layer is 
occupied by the mixed phase. Interestingly, this mixed phase consistently connects P3HT with PCBM 
domains. These areas are between 2 and 10 nm in size. However, the domain sizes of the P3HT clusters 
are between 15 and 30 nm, which implies that polymer rich domains are still large enough for sufficient 
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charge transport. To compare the vertical phase distribution with SIMS measurements we used the 
classification maps to compute concentration profiles. Rectangular areas were selected from the 
classification maps and the integrated amount of P3HT or PCBM content was determined for every line 
parallel to the interface. In Figures 6a and 7a, the selected areas are shown. The directions of the 
successive lines are indicated by the arrows, starting at the air interface. By plotting P3HT content for 
every line a depth profile is created similar to information obtained from SIMS. The integrated 
concentration profiles of both layers for P3HT are given in Figure 6b and Figure 7b. Shown are the 
profiles for the two-class maps. The pristine profile is comparable to the SIMS spectrum (cf. Figure 2a). 
Within the first 40 nm at the air interface, the P3HT concentration is high. Between 40 and 90 nm, the 
concentration decreases rapidly, stays low until 260 nm and increases again until 320 nm, albeit at a 
higher rate. From 320 nm to 350 nm, the P3HT concentration reaches its maximum near the substrate 
interface. The course of the PCBM concentration, as shown in Figure 6c, is the exact opposite.  
For the annealed sample (Figure 7), P3HT reaches a maximum in the first 20 nm at the air interface 
and then drops to a minimum from 20 to 70 nm. At this point, PCBM can be found almost exclusively. 
After that, P3HT concentration increases reaching an extended plateau and a local maximum at about 160 
nm. In this area, the concentrations of P3HT and PCBM are roughly equal. Subsequently, P3HT 
concentration decreases to a local minimum at about 300 nm and rises again towards the substrate 
interface at 340 nm. Here, P3HT content is elevated to its maximal value. 
 
Fig. 6. Integrated concentration profiles of the pristine sample. The arrow in a) indicates the profiling direction for the P3HT (b) 
concentration and the PCBM (c) concentration.  
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Fig. 7. Integrated concentration profiles of the annealed sample. The arrow in a) indicates the profiling direction for the P3HT (b) 
concentration and the PCBM (c) concentration.  
 
Although we assign areas within images to materials, i.e. P3HT, PCBM or mixed phase, ESI spectra 
are typically linear combinations from different signals. Reasons for this are twofold: First, in TEM, 
images are projections, which is why we cannot rule out that domains or parts of them overlap. Second, it 
is expected that after annealing demixing has not reached its equilibrium. Larger and more pure domains 
are formed. However, donor and acceptor molecules most likely still form mixtures at the spatial 
resolution obtained in these experiments. Strong mixing can be identified as third class (shown in yellow 
in the classification maps). Areas classified as P3HT-rich or PCBM-rich domains are expected to contain 
a certain amount of the other material. Figure 8 depicts averaged ESI spectra from three regions identified 
in the two-class map of the annealed sample. One spectrum is derived from a PCBM-rich domain, one 
from the P3HT-rich interface, and one from the P3HT-rich bulk areas. 
Qualitative differences between P3HT and PCBM signals are as expected [30]. Major variations are 
found around the material specific plasmon excitation peaks. Interestingly, the bulk P3HT spectrum has a 
larger contribution of PCBM signal than the interface P3HT spectrum. This implies that domains assigned 
to one material class still contain other contributions. It further shows that at closer inspection we can 
provide relative spectral variations throughout laterally and vertically dispersed domains. 
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Fig. 8. Averaged ESI spectra of different regions from the map in Figure 5c, marked by black circles in the inset. The PCBM (3) 
spectrum shows clear differences to P3HT (1, 2) spectra. Note that regions attributed to one of the two materials are not absolutely 
pure domains. Comparing the two P3HT spectra from the interface (1) and the bulk (2) there are variations with the bulk spectrum 
containing more amount of PCBM signal than the interfacial spectrum. 
4. Discussion 
By comparing SIMS measurements on P3HT:PCBM blends with analyses of ultra-thin cross-sections 
by a novel method of analytical electron microscopy we could show that both methods are suitable to 
determine concentration profiles in solar cell cross sections.  
We observed a clear spinodal separation of P3HT and PCBM during the spin-coating process. This can 
be explained by the different surface energies of P3HT and PCBM: The surface energy of P3HT (27 
mN/m) [27,28] is lower than the surface energy of PCBM (38 mN/m) [26,27] and PEDOT: PSS (68.5 
mN/m) [28]. So there is a tendency of P3HT to cover the surface of PCBM at the air interface. In the 
central PCBM layer, only very small and scattered P3HT domains are found (see Figures 3 and 5). During 
the annealing process, a separation of the P3HT and PCBM phases occurs within the layer. While in the 
middle of the layer larger P3HT clusters develop, the P3HT concentration decreases at the substrate and 
air interfaces. At the same time, the PCBM concentration decreases in the middle layer while building a 
layer below the P3HT-enriched air interface. This behavior has been observed before using SIMS [36] or 
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy [37]. Vaynzof et al. [37] explain this by emanating surface-directed 
waves. Campoy-Quiles et al. [24] generally attribute lateral and vertical phase separations to 
crystallization of P3HT, subsequent diffusion of fullerene molecules to these nucleation sites followed by 
aggregation of fullerenes. In contrast to these studies, by analytical TEM visualization we also discovered 
an enrichment of P3HT on the substrate side. When using PEDOT:PSS as anode PCBM was found on the 
substrate layer due to hydrophilic interactions between PCBM and PEDOT:PSS [24]. Moreover our own 
SIMS profile implies a mixture of P3HT of PCBM at the substrate interface. Van Bavel et al. [20] also 
found an increased P3HT concentration near the substrate using electron tomography. In terms of device 
efficiency P3HT enrichment at the anode would be advantageous. However, an explanation of the many 
different observations of vertical phase separation is still missing. A comprehensive study combining 
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multiple preparative conditions and simultaneously various analytical techniques would be required. It is 
well accepted that morphology depends largely on the preparation, which differs for all the studies cited 
above. However, one should also take into account how samples are treated for analyses. For electron 
tomography [20] and for our TEM study of cross-sections, both interfacial areas of the BHJs have been 
exposed to air and water during preparation. Although miscibility of PCBM in water at room temperature 
should be relatively low, to our knowledge it has not been investigated whether interfacial components 
exchange when the photoactive layer is removed from its substrate. Hence, a deeper understanding is 
required regarding morphological transformations upon exposure to various environmental conditions 
over time. 
A simplified representation of the annealing process, which would be in accordance to our observations, 
is illustrated in Figure 9. After spin-coating PCBM is almost exclusively found in the center whereas 
P3HT covers both interface areas. Upon annealing P3HT crystallizes and PCBM diffuses more easily to 
form clusters. As we also observe large P3HT clusters in the center after annealing, P3HT must diffuse 
away from the interfaces leading to a decrease in P3HT layer thickness, to lateral demixing, and a partial 
breakup of the vertical phase separation. This is beneficial for charge-transport throughout the layer and 
explains increased performances of annealed BHJs. However, the P3HT-rich layer at the air interface 
should adversely affect the performance since here PCBM enrichment is expected to be essential for 
sufficient electron transport to the cathode. On both PEDOT:PSS and TiO2 substrates high P3HT 
concentration is found at the air interface, which is beneficial for an inverted structure but not for 
conventional setups using PEDOT:PSS. To prevent a general accumulation of P3HT, modification of the 
surface chemistry is required prior to annealing. This could provide an agglomeration of PCBM near the 
cathode surface. It is intriguing, however, that conventional solar cells with P3HT-rich cathode interfaces 
perform approximately as well as inverted cells. Hence, electron transport to the cathode must still be 
possible. We hypothesize that PCBM molecules or even small acceptor paths are incorporated into the 
P3HT-rich areas. Both SIMS and TEM results indicate that the air interface does not exclusively contain 
P3HT, which supports the idea that even small amounts of PCBM are sufficient for connecting electron 
transport paths with the cathode. 
 
Fig. 9. A model of phase separation during annealing for P3HT: PCBM blends on PEDOT:PSS substrate. (a) Pristine sample and (b) 
annealed sample. 
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By separation of the cross-sectional ESI spectra into three classes, we further found that P3HT-rich 
and PCBM-rich domains are connected by areas of increased mixing state. We expect these to be mainly 
a mixture of PCBM with amorphous P3HT. Interestingly, mixed areas are less scattered and larger in the 
annealed layer. However, this does not lead to the conclusion that as-cast films consist of more pure 
phases. In as-cast BHJs materials are generally in a much higher state of mixing. As we have shown 
elsewhere [30] by low energy-loss ESI we can qualitatively visualize such purity variations. We identified 
P3HT and PCBM domains in the annealed as well as the as-cast layer. These separations are specific for 
each sample. ESI spectra of as-cast P3HT and PCBM regions are almost identical, albeit separable by 
proper data analysis. Annealing creates domains, which are in a state of higher purity and, hence, show 
more distinct spectral features. Although mixed, connecting phases are still detectable, increase in purity 
and vertical connectivity as visualized by low energy-loss ESI is expected to be principally beneficial for 
device performance. 
5. Conclusions 
In this work we investigated nanoscale lateral and vertical phase separation of P3HT and PCBM as 
transition from as-cast to annealed blends. Low energy-loss spectroscopic imaging in combination with 
multivariate statistical analysis of spectral data sets was used to visualize chemical contrast of ultra-thin 
cross-sections. We could distinguish either two classes - P3HT-rich and PCBM-rich phases - or three 
classes with an additional mixed phase. Using the information gained from domain assignments not only 
lateral decomposition can be tracked. We could also determine vertical composition profiles providing 
similar information as gained from sputtering techniques such as secondary ion-mass spectrometry. In the 
annealed blend four different zones were found, P3HT-rich layers at both interfaces, a sub-surface PCBM 
layer near the air interface, and a central layer composed of laterally dispersed P3HT, PCBM, and mixed 
phases. The fact that mainly P3HT is found at the air interface has intriguing implications. For good 
device performance it is generally assumed that acceptor pathways to this surface are required for electron 
transport to the cathode. So, further investigations aiming at the identification of percolation paths by 
nanoscale composition profiles are essential. Extending our approach to 3D imaging by combining 
electron tomography with spectral classification can offer more details. Most interestingly, comparison of 
conventional and inverted layer morphologies will help to elucidate the overall effect of vertical and 
lateral compositional variations on organic solar cell performances. 
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